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Years and Years, by Russell T Davies, is an epic saga that takes an ordinary family and catapults them through
the next 15 years. As society changes, faster than ever, the Lyons will experience ...Rosie (Ruth Madeley) sets
up her own business with new boyfriend, Jonjo (George Bukhari), and celebrates with a family feast. But
Celeste (T’Nia Miller) is busy ...Stephen (Rory Kinnear) and Celeste (T’Nia Miller) try to rebuild their shattered
lives.Rosie (Ruth Madeley) sets up her own business with new boyfriend, Jonjo (George Bukhari), and
celebrates with a family feast. But Celeste (T’Nia Miller) is busy hiding her suspicions about ...Red Production
Company (a StudioCanal company) and acclaimed writer Russell T Davies are delighted to announce the
dynamic cast for new BBC One drama Years And Years, a unique and ambitious six ...YEARS and Years is the
hilarious new drama following the perspective of a family dealing with a tumultuous 15 years in Britain, and it
gets super political.As the world recovers, Stephen and Celeste face a very modern nightmare, Daniel fights to
keep hold of Viktor, and Edith finally returns home, carrying a terrible ...Years and Years, the new BBC drama
from Doctor Who scribe Russell T Davies might bring you down, but Mum will definitely cheer you upTen
years since Minecraft was first released and became a runaway success, Radio 1 Newsbeat’s Steffan Powell has
been behind the scenes to find out what the next ten years might hold.One of the BBC's biggest dramas of the
year has arrived, with the epic Years and Years promising to cause a big reaction. The six-part series is written
by Russell T. Davies (Queer As Folk, Doctor ...If you think the present world is a scary place, it’s about to get a
whole lot scarier. That’s according to Years and Years, the new Russell T Davies drama which tells the fictional
story of a ...Years and Years cast: who stars with Emma Thompson in the Russell T Davies drama – and what
time it’s on BBC One The Lyons family will be catapulted through 15 years as they experience changes ...Years
and Years, the new Russell T Davies drama which follows a tumultuous 15 years in Britain through the eyes of
one family, is set to air on BBC1 in 2019. Though Davies says he has wanted to ...Years and Years, the latest
drama from Russell T Davies, starts tonight (Tuesday, May 13) at 9pm. The BBC series was filmed last year in
Manchester, with cast members like Emma Thompson, Rory ...Years and Years cast: who stars with Emma
Thompson in the new Russell T Davies drama – and when it’s on BBC One The Lyons family will be
catapulted through 15 years as they experience changes ...May 15, 2019 - 13:02 BST Chloe Ash The first
episode of Years and Years aired on Tuesday, but how did the BBC include the Doris Day death reference in the
show that aired one day after the ...The odd thing about dystopian dramas is that, while set in the future, they are
often about the present. Just as George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four was a dyslexic 1948, Russell T Davies’s
...Watching Years And Years is hard. It is presenting us with a version of the future that seems all too plausible
at the moment, and while that is sometimes hard to watch, we can’t look away.The thing about Years and Years
(BBC1), Russell T Davies’s short guide to an unstable near future, is that it is all too plausible. And, thus,
engaging and terrifying, in equal parts.New Russell T Davies drama speculates on a world going ever madder.
The rise of populist politicians has led the world into ever more dangerous places., Years And Years Bbc.
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